
Carol, Vicky & Sue

1 Carol so what are you people doing in the half-term?
2 Vicky I think I might be going to a party .. 
3 for my friend's birthday,
4 Sue cinema, 
5  for a meal.
6 Carol what film are you gonna see?
7 Sue not sure yet,
8  see what is on.
9 Carol cool,
10 I saw I am Legend the other day.
11 Vicky me too.
12 Carol have you seen it?
13 Vicky I have seen it.
14 Carol did you like it?
15 Vicky it's not as good as I thought it would.
16 Carol yeah=
17 Vicky =[I have not]
18 Carol [it's pretty] scary though.
19 have you not?
20 Sue no.
21 Carol oh.
22 Vicky it's probably not worth your money. 
23 Carol oh I was pretty scared.
24 me and Jude were like this. 
25 Sue Will Smith?
26 Vicky yeah.
27 it's really sad though.
28 Sue why?
29 Vicky 'cause .. I can't tell you.
30 if you're going [to see it].
31 Sue [I'm not going] to see it.
32 I don't like (monsters).
33 Vicky ok well. 
34 the dog dies and then he dies.
35  the dog?
36 Vicky yeah he has a dog.
37 as a friend.
38 and he dies.
39 Sue so have you had a good weekend?
40 Carol yeah we didn't do a lot,
41 went to (),
42 and sat around .. in the cold.
43 what about you?
44 Vicky well on Saturday I have had my hair cut in the morning
45 and then I was supposed to be going to the O two,
46 uhm but (I had a little) breakdown,
47 so I didn't leave the house.
48 Carol uhm .. why did you have a breakdown? ((in a laughing 

voice))
49 Vicky because uhm .. I didn't like my face.



50 Carol ((laughs))
51 Vicky so I didn't leave the house.
52 Carol uhm how have you changed your face?
53 Vicky I haven't.
54 I- I'm still sad about it.
55 but I'm trying to be happy.
56 ((laughs))
57 Carol what was wrong with your face?
58 ((laughs))
59 Vicky it's- there's lots of things wrong with it.
60 ((laughs))
61 so I'm trying to think=
62 Carol was that du- 'cause of your haircut.
63 Vicky NO 'cause my hair doesn't look any different.
64 Carol oh.
65 Vicky but it's just=
66 Carol =it's just one of those days.
67 Vicky I don't know .. but yeah.
68 your weekend?
69 Sue it was good. 
70 I just went shopping.
71 Vicky cool.
72 Sue yeah
73 I went out at night to a club.
74 Carol [a club?]
75 Vicky [really?]
76 the one in (place name)?
77 Carol was it the (name of the club)
78 is it good there?
79 Sue it was alright yeah.
80 Carol is it open=
81 Vicky =Saturday nights.
82 Carol yeah.
83 Vicky can you like drink and stuff?
84 Sue yeah.
85 ((laughs))
86 Vicky cool.
87 did you meet any guys?
88 Sue I did.
89 Vicky cool.
90 Sue he was there while I was having(  )breakdown.
91 ((laughter))
92 Vicky oh dear.
93 what did he do?
94 Sue uhm uh uh uh
95 ((laughter))
96 Sue no he was just like oh don't be upset, 
97 and trying to comfort me.
98 Carol aw that's good,
99 Sue I saw you at the weekend.
100 Carol really?
101 where?



102 Sue an Sainsbury's.
103 or maybe it was (Tesco's).
104 Carol yeah it was probably (Tesco's).
105 Sue yeah.
106 Carol and where were you?
107 Sue in Sainsbury's shopping.
108 ((laughs))
109 Carol ok.
110 ((laughs))
111 yeah that was me.
112 ((laughs))
113 Sue was that with your boyfriend?
114 Carol yeah yeah kind of.
115 I'm seeing him.
116 ((laughs))
117 but not .. my boyfriend.
118 Vicky yeah.
119 ((laughs))
120 Sue I've got my interview tonight.
121 Carol yeah what time?
122 Sue uhm quarter to four.
123 Carol cool.
124 Sue and then I'm seeing Nicky.
125 Carol oh really
126 wha- what are you doing?
127 Sue uhm I've got to give her my old phone, 
128 'cause .. she dropped her other one.
129 Carol really? ((in a laughing voice))
130 Sue yeah,
131 uhm ... so .. 
132 and hopefully she's giving me some money which she owes 

me.
133 Vicky oh.
134 Sue and yeah,
135 only for like half an hour and then I drop her off at 

the station.
136 Vicky do you mind giving her your phone?
137 Sue is an old one I don't really ().
138 Vicky fair enough.
139 did anyone go to see the Spice Girls?
140 Sue no:.
141 Hanna did.
142 Vicky she phoned me. 
143 Carol really?
144 Vicky yeah
145 Carol was it good?
146 Vicky yeah and an- it was a surprise.
147 she didn't know if she was coming.
148 Sue oh.
149 Carol did you go?
150 Sue No,
151 Carol I really wanted to.



152 Sue I want to go to see Take That.
153 ((laughs))
154 and Justin Timberlake.
155 Carol oh yeah
156 seeing the Spice Girls.
157 'cause it's just a legend thing isn't it?
158 Vicky yeah Spice Girls.
159 ((laughs))
160 Vicky you going on holiday this year?
161 Carol uh I don't know yet.
162 I wanna go to a wedding.
163 ((laughs))
164 Carol you going anywhere?
165 Sue Uhm to Hennessy...Hennessy? 
166 yeah.
167 Carol cool.
168 Sue with some friends,
169 should be good.
170 Carol nice one.
171 you going anywhere?
172 Vicky surfing.
173 Carol yeah I really wanna learn to surf,
174 that will be so good
175 is it hard?
176 Sue it- it took me a while,
177 like at first.
178 Carol yeah.
179 Sue and then once you get it you get it.
180 Carol Did you get lessons or did you just ge-,
181 Sue uhm yeah and then .. I- I got lessons, 
182  and then didn't really do anything with them.
183 Carol yeah.
184 Sue didn't really learn much in the lessons,
185 and then .. well I did but=
186 Carol =yeah
187 Sue but not enough.
188 and then I- kind of did it again,
189 and then I- since then,
190 like recently,
191 I've had uhm .. like approval to get me on to the next 

level.
192 Carol yeah.
193 Vicky you do ()? 
194 Sue uhm no.
195 some of my cousins do, 
196 but .. they're not gonna be there when I ().
197 Vicky fair enough.
198 Carol cool.
199 ((laughs))
200 Sue I'm going there in half-term.
201 Carol really?
202 Sue yeah.



203 Carol when is half-term?
204 Sue like few weeks.
205 Vicky yeah.
206 it is not Valentine's Day this year. 
207 that's crazy.
208 Carol when is Valentine's day?
209 Vicky fourteenth of February.
210 Carol and half-term starts on like the eighteenth?
211 Vicky yeah.
212 Sue yeah.
213 Carol 'cause normally Valentine's Day is always in half-term.
214 Sue yeah.
215 Carol I'd be a bit scared if there were.
216 Sue do anything tonight?
217 Vicky u:hm not really,
218 I've got to meet Tim and Lena,
219 for .. this .. school=
220 Carol =what you gonna do?
221 Vicky I don't know.
222 I've- I've still got to (finish the BRB sheet).
223 Sue yeah so do I.
224 Carol apparently you don't need that.
225 Vicky really?
226 Carol yeah.
227 ()
228 Carol really?
229 Vicky yeah.
230 Carol good.
231 I haven't printed mine out,
232 haven't done it.
233 Sue I'm not gonna do it.
234 Vicky no.
235 Carol how long did they last for?
236 Vicky twenty minutes.
237 Carol really?
238 cool.
239 Sue what did they say?
240 Vicky yeah that was just-
241 Carol what you wanna be when you're older?
242 Sue that's weird.
243 Vicky I don't even know.
244 Sue no,
245 Carol neither do I.
246 Vicky it's so hard.
247 Carol you have to think about it.. think about life.
248 scary. ((in a laughing voice))
249 (2.0)
250 yeah.
251 (2.0)
252 so.
253 Vicky do something like James Bond.
254 Carol with the recorder?



255 Vicky yeah.
256 Vicky it's just staring at me right now.
257 Carol you think there's like a camera in it?
258 uuu.
259 Vicky I'm smiling right now.
260 when's your birthday?
261 Sue sixteenth of April.
262 Carol wha .. is that gonna be exams?
263 Sue uhm mine.
264 Carol really?
265 when is it?
266 Sue end of May.
267 Carol oh that sucks.
268 Sue yeah.
269 Vicky I'm going on holidays like the next day,
270 Carol really?
271 Vicky yeah.
272 Carol when do our exams end?
273 ()?
274 Vicky twenty-third of June.
275 Carol really?
276 Vicky u-hu.
277 and then we get to be free.
278 Carol yay.
279 Vicky for like .. ages.
280 Carol it's going to be so good.
281 Vicky it's like ten weeks or something.
282 Carol that will be the best time of my life.
283 Vicky that's gonna the best summer EVER.
284 Carol ever.
285 Vicky we have to go back to sixth form.
286 Sue no.
287 why?
288 Sue again.
289 Vicky (  ) party.
290 Carol cool.
291 Sue my birthday.
292 Carol sixteenth.
293 and if it's hot I will ().
294 Sue yeah.
295 Austin Power theme.
296 Carol oh wow=
297 Vicky =really?
298 ((laughs))
299 Carol that would be well funny.
300 Sue well,
301 I do want-
302 Carol that would be cool.
303 Vicky I'm going to a surfing party next week.
304 Carol [really]?
305 Sue [really]?
306 wow who's that?



307 Vicky my friend Will.
308 should be good
309 Carol [wow].
310 Sue [wow].
311 Carol that sounds good.
312 I can lend a wetsuit if you like
313 ((laughs))
314 Vicky it's actually in the water.
315 it's like everyone is dressing up.
316 Carol really?
317 ((laughter))
318 Sue I'd wear a wetsuit.
319 ((laughs))
320 Sue and I'd take my board under my arm.
321 Vicky yeah.
322 (5.0)
323 Sue so what did you do on New Year's?
324 Vicky not much really,
325 just went to friends to a party.
326 Carol cool.
327 Sue what did you do?
328 Vicky uhm- yeah I went to like an Indian ()
329 and then we went back to his house.
330 Carol cool.
331 Sue uhm uhm 
332 (2.0)
333 ((laughs))
334 (2.0)
335 Sue what did you do?
336 Carol uhm I just went ... to .. a friend's house 
337 and then we got kicked out,
338 so I went to another friend's house, 
339 and just got really really drunk.
340 ((laughter))
341 Vicky shocking.
342 Carol shocker ((laughs))
343 (7.0)
344 Sue oh ... I've got science for public understanding next.
345 I hate that.
346 Carol is it hard?
347 Sue it's just a waste of time.
348 Carol I know yeah,
349 is it actually science?
350 Sue uhm kind of.
351 yeah.
352 but it's a waste of time really.
353 Vicky yeah.
354 I have Spanish next term.
355 (2.0)
356 Sue do you do two languages?
357 Carol so do I.
358 Sue I can't even stand one. 



359 Carol I don't think I'd take German,
360 if I chose again.
361 Sue yeah same.
362 I prefer Spanish.
363 Carol yeah.
364 Sue I think it's the (same).
365 Carol yeah.
366 Vicky yeah it sounds ().
367 Carol German is like (good).
368 ((whispering))
369 ((laughing))
370 Vicky I'm- I'm gonna take Spanish A-level next year.
371 Carol yeah.
372 I wanna do the same.
373 Vicky it's gonna be ().
374 you're in German, 
375 and then like .. 
376 all you can think in your head is Spanish.
377 Carol yeah I hate (A-level) when we did the environment,
378 we've just done environment=
379 Vicky =in Spanish?
380 Carol yeah.
381 Sue sounds hard.
382 (3.0)
383 H.
384 (2.0)
385 Vicky I'd love to play this back in years.
386 ((laughs))
387 I would be so funny.
388 Carol it's gonna be crazy.
389 learned so much about everyone..
390 ((laughs))
391 Vicky yeah.
392 Carol in these fifteen minutes.
393 (3.0)
394 Sue what kind of music do you like?
395 Carol uhm rocky,
396 ((laughs))
397 stuff really.
398 Sue yeah same.
399 Carol how about you?
400 Sue uhm I like Indie or ..
401 Carol cool.
402 Sue it depends really. 
403 Carol same.
404 I like Indie at the moment.
405 Sue yeah.
406 Carol I love the pigeon detectives,
407 they just sound happy.
408 ((laughs))
409 Sue I'm in to like Incubus at the moment.
410 Carol really?



411 Sue yeah.
412 Vicky I never really listen too much of this stuff.
413 Sue they're really good.
414 Carol yeah.
415 (3.0)
416 Vicky got any gigs coming up..anyone?
417 Sue u:hm not really,
418 I was playing a gig.
419 Vicky really?
420 Sue yeah.
421 Vicky is this band good?
422 Sue yeah they're quite good,
423 I watched them on Sunday.
424 Vicky oh,
425 where was that?
426 Sue Patty's house.
427 Vicky oh wow,
428 Sue yeah.
429 ((laughs))
430 Carol haven't been to like a gig in ages.
431 Vicky me neither.
432 Carol I went to (band name) with my friend friend.
433 Vicky really?
434 Carol in May.
435 Vicky the last one I went to was uhm (band name)
436 Sue oh yeah.
437 do you ()?
438 Sue no.
439 Carol Sue?
440 Sue Avril went to (band name).
441 Carol yeah.
442 ()
443 do you not like it?
444 Vicky fair enough.
445 Sue I don't like all of that stuff.
446 (3.0)
447 Sue (when do we have our exams going?)
448 Vicky at four isn't it?
449 Carol really.
450 Hanna said at one, 
451 and Hanna said it was nearly four hours.
452 Sue yeah Hanna and uh, 
453 Hanna Vicky and Susan wanna see Dirty Dancing tonight.
454 Carol really?
455 Vicky oh really?
456 Vicky () later?
457 Sue don't know, 
458 just wasn't invited. 
459 it was ().
460 Sue yeah they got it at the Westend or something,
461 Vicky really?
462 Carol I love the film.



463 so cute.
464 Sue has anyone seen Dirty Dancing ()?
465 Carol [yeah].
466 Vicky [yeah].
467 Sue is it good?
468 Vicky it's good but it's not as good as first one=
469 Carol yeah 'cause the first one is just like a legend film.
470 Vicky yeah.
471 Vicky you can borrow it if you want.
472 Carol oh thanks.
473 ((laughs))
474 Vicky it's got Hips Don't Lie in it by Shakira.
475 Carol really?
476 Vicky it's like the theme song.
477 Carol does it have all the  other songs like uhm ...
478 the new one?
479 Vicky yeah.
480 Carol really?
481 ()
482 Vicky it's quite good,
483 it's about like a girl in Cuba,
484 Cuba,
485 () Spanish ().
486 I'll bring it tomorrow.
487 Carol thank you,
488 Sue Anyway,
489 I think we should go,
490 Carol Yeah.


